
PPG Minutes – Tuesday 4th September 2018 

 

Present – Sue Bull, Philippa Lloyd, Jean Walker, Dan Zamoyski, Sandra Watkiss, Gill Roberts, Nick 

Derbyshire, Becky Rimmer 

Apologies – Margaret Snape, Pat Lunn, Shaun & Janet Snow, James Keeley 

Minutes of the last meeting 

No concerns, some items back on today’s agenda to follow up/discuss 

 

PPG Mailing List and Data Protection 

- Steve Shimwell on the case and all forms are to be sent back to him  

- Sue was now on but no contact number or email for her Janine (Reception Supervisor) to 

add this info on.  

- Sue reiterated the frustration re the review of the PPG mailing list and the Data Protection 

rules.  Following consultations with Steve Shimwell he will take action accordingly.  All 

signed forms are to be sent back to him. 

- Dan asked about being a member of the PPG but not attending so still receiving 

minutes/info etc.   It was agreed as a whole patients can be on the PPG and receive 

everything but simply choose not to attend meetings.  It is the role of the PPG to encourage 

patients to take part in initiatives. 

- Sue asked how the PPG was advertised to new patients. Becky advised that it is mentioned 

in the New patient questionnaire that all new patients complete when registering. Sue is 

going to have a look at it to see if it needs to be updated and Janine will be informed to 

update 

- Sue mentioned the patient reference group form on the website was confusing as not 

related to the PPG so it was agreed for this to be removed from the website. 

 

PPG conference  

- There is a conference is Belper on Saturday 8th September, Strutt Community Centre. Sue is 

only able to attend the morning; Philippa mentioned going along as well.  

- Mary Dryer, PPG member at Riverside Surgery Belper running the conference will forward all 

info onto Sue and Sue will update all PPG members on how she gets on at the conference. 

- Sue has had contact from the chair of the PPG at Lime Grove Medical Centre, Matlock , John 

Tresadern.  He was suggesting that it would be a good idea for all Chairs of PPG to meet up 

every so often.  Sue agreed and is awaiting more information from John 

 

Flu Campaign + Drug Amnesty  

- Clinics now on for Bakewell. Nick explained to PPG the different flu vaccinations this year for 

certain age groups. Only 1 supplier for whole of UK for over 65 flu vaccinations.  

- Reception will be handing out forms to patients attending flu clinics for them to update their 

smoking data to help the surgery to update patient’s records in this area.  

- PPG member to attend the busy flu clinics (dates given) and to help to promote drug 

amnesty and hand out smoking data leaflets as well if needed to.  
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- Repeat prescription ordering by internet and only re-ordering on repeat prescriptions what 

the patient really needs. 

- Jean mentioned that herself and Philippa do not have a badge (Becky has now found 

Philippa’s badge and Jean’s has been ordered, will be on reception in PPG badge envelope 

for when they need them)  

- Jean mentioned about advertising that ‘we have full access to your medical records and have 

a GP on site during flu clinics’ to try and encourage  patients to come here 

Defibrillator training  

- Raised as to should there be formal training for the PPG/others.  Discussed that these are 

very straightforward to use with ‘talking’ instructions. SB to investigate further whether 

training is appropriate 

CQC Visit   

- CQC had visited Tideswell on 3rd September. Positive visit, lots of excellent patient 

comments in advance/on the day. Await the report/assessment in 4-6 weeks 

NHS Acronyms 

- JW discussed possibility of putting a selection on the noticeboard. Should certainly be 

advising new members (or any reference in minutes) what these stand for. Suggested use of  

a diagram on the Kings Fund website for the notice board.  JW will continue to work on this 

project 

Surgery Garden  

- SB contacting/chasing Bakewell in Bloom committee for an article/update.  To be possibly 

included in the surgery newsletter.  Surgery has provided a donation to the scheme 

Newsletter  

- SB mentioned that whilst the Spring 2018 newsletter can be accessed on the website, it is 

not in the list. Surgery to investigate. SB to provide an article for the newsletter.  SB asked 

for the newsletter to be printed double sided to save paper etc 

Patient leaving the practice  

- SB asked whether the Practice has data on how many patients leave & where they go to. The 

patient list has been static for many years (over 20 years) reflecting no building 

developments/static population. Clearly with elderly population we have a relatively high 

number of deaths in nursing homes and turnover of patients there 

- When a patient deregisters from a surgery we do not find out where they are going (patients 

will go to their new surgery and register, and then the new surgery requests their records via 

a department who the n request the records from ourselves)) 

Home from Hospital  
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- Sue gave an update on the protect. She will continue to investigate its work and enquire if 

the manager would be willing to give the PPG a short presentation. 

- Sue mentioned Readycall which is a service run out of Bakewell funded by MacMillan cancer 

support.  At present there are about 100 volunteers who provide various befriending 

services including lifts to appointments for cancer patients. 

Notice Boards  

- Nick to talk to Becky re whose job this is out of admin. Sue mentioned a lot of posters on 

wall not on notice board, too many leaflets etc. 

Clock in waiting room  

- Advised be good to have clock in waiting room. (post meeting, this has been ordered) 

- Lots of patients that do not attend appointments. Discussed would be a good idea to 

advertise to patients the total time of appointments wasted plus to cost of this and for this 

to be included in the newsletter 

- Mentioned a lot of patients have said about clinicians running late but no apologising for 

this. Patients who rely on public transport can’t afford to be very late for an appointment. 

Nick has since sent out an email to clinicians advising them of this.  

- However, in the National Patient Survey (out last month) the following data was shown 

which shows an improvement in the last 12 months by 3%. We are still significantly better 

than the CCG and national averages 

 Practice CCG Nationally 

Waited 15 mins or less after the apptmnt time to be seen 79 74 69 

 

Telephone System  

- Nick advised new system being installed in October. Enhancements to existing system 

including advice as to where in the queue your call is  

- The system will link Bakewell & Tideswell together 

Wound care 

- Nick advised PPG members that in the past all complex dressings were for Community 

nurses and other dressings were for practice nurses. Work is constantly being pushed down 

to Practices from both Hospitals and from the Community Nurses without payment and 

many hours of Practice nurse time is now being taken up with dressings that can take 

20/30/40 minutes.  

- CCG have reviewed the process but due to their current financial deficit have advised 

practices that they will continue not to pay for this service. 

- Practices are considering their position (we remain the only locality in Derbyshire which 

continues to provide this service-all others refer patients to MIU’s/A&E) 

- ND will keep all updated  
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Extended access  

- Nick advised 4 practices are part of the extended access pilot. 7 days a week opening  

- Late night extended access for Bakewell is Tuesday nights until 8pm. One GP,  Practice nurse 

and one HCA on duty plus a GP doing extended hours for Bakewell patients.  

- 1 in 4 weekends Bakewell will open for 3 hours on Sat and Sun, offer appointments to all 

patients over Practices in Derbyshire.  

- IT not been sorted yet 

- Info re this will go to patients in newsletter 

 

AOB  

- Jean talked about something she had seen in the waiting room re Joined up care which 

explains ways to support health and social care.  

- Sue talked about a scenario she overheard in reception when patient had seen dr, left 

appointment advising reception they had been told to see PL but reception advised no 

appointments and they needed to phone on the day. Becky to clarify with reception re 

protocol.  

Date of next meeting – Tuesday 4th December 2018 at 6.30pm at Bakewell Medical Centre 

 

 

 

 


